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The JPY Week - Bias is Bearish
By Tony Nyman, Head of G10 FX
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Expected Usd/Jpy trading range 109.35-110.35.

Trade started with a bump and a -6.3% annualised q/q drop in Japanese Q4 GDP versus the
-3.8% median and the prior period also saw a big downward revision of 0.5% (vs 1.8%).

The sales tax hike and typhoons blamed for the big miss and biggest contraction in five
years. See bottom middle of the Dashboard, BOJ rate cut probability for 2020 stands at
51%. Given the ongoing concerns on the coronavirus still too, we would not be surprised to
see a leap in this series through the remainder of Feb, perhaps to 70%-plus.

DATA wise, Thursday and Friday will garner some attention, with CPI and the Jibun Bank
flash PMIs for February due. On the latter, recall the composite came out at 50.1 last time
out. That marked the first expansion in four months. We would not be surprised to see a
quick return south of 50.0.

As ever, we'll keep our eye on MOF capital flows data for the week to Feb 14, due for
release late Wednesday.

See table right, last week JAPANESE INVESTORS BOUGHT FOREIGN BONDS to the tune of
Jpy 1633.8bln in the week to Feb 7-8. That was the first positive showing in three weeks.

Since the start of 2019, this community has bought +Jpy 21400bln of foreign bonds, which
has been touted as a big support of USD/JPY and its ongoing resilience even through a
number of testing periods (most recently the coronavirus, the US-Iran crisis). Net buying
stands at +Jpy 3268.3bln for 2020 so far.

These numbers coincide with consistent talk of seasonal related Japanese
investor/importer demand on dips in Usd/Jpy in the early part of the year ahead of FYE.
Also last week, NAT WEST showed evidence of Japanese investors buying USTs (above that
of the likes of Europe) and thanks to BofAML who say if Japanese trust accounts continue
to rebalance into foreign bonds, Usd/Jpy may rise beyond 110 and toward 112 in the
spring, barring a major shock to the global economy from the coronavirus.

continued page 5

The JPY Week – cont’d
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RISK - As ever, those related markets, which are again looking mixed:

• OIL - At last more supportive after basing at Usd 53.11/brl last week, but plenty of
obstacles above. Need to see it reclaim 57.71 and then 60.00-plus before considering
turning particularly bullish.

• US 10-YEAR YIELD - Fighting 1.60% at present. Most positive thing we say currently is
there's a decent/strong floor at 1.50%. Similar to oil, big hurdles above, notably at 1.68
and the 1.76-77 mov ave area.

• S&P 500 - Just off Thu's new record high of 3385. Futs at +0.3%. The ongoing mega
prop.

Has the impact of coronavirus now peaked? We say such talk is premature and an
underlying bid Usd/Jpy will continue to slow into 110.00-plus.

• Attempts to extend the 5-1/2 month uptrend stalled at 110.13 (12 February high),
prompting consolidation over 109.53 (7 February low)

• However, studies remain constructive and suggest renewed gains over 110.13 and
110.29 (17 January peak) targeting the 110.53-110.96 cluster (76.4% retrace of
112.40/104.46 and May 2019 highs)

• Only below 109.53 then 109.27/30 (29 January high/5 February low) cautions

The JPY Week – cont’d

Back to Index Page
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By David Corbell, Head of Credit, Europe
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With the recovery in risk assets extending into a second week, more issuers emerging from
blackout and the credit market's virus protection evidently up to date, the pace picked up in
the non-covered primary FIG market last week.

In all, issuers raised a total of EUR7.8bn via EUR denominated deals through a mixture of
pipelined and opportunistic deals which spanned the full capital structure, with that tally
given a last minute lift on Friday by JP Morgan via a EUR1.25bn 8NC7 senior.

That marked a hefty jump from the prior week's EUR3bn total which had snapped a three-
week run of slowing supply during which a more challenging tone and approach of the Q4
reporting cycle had served to keep many would-be issuers on the sidelines.

Last week's haul takes the current 2020 total to EUR52.32bn, or 71.5% ahead of pace seen
at the same stage in 2019.

Taking a top level view, the standout takeaway from the week's activity in the primary FIG
market (and for that matter, in adjacent asset classes too) is that investors remain awash
with liquidity where total order books for the week's EUR deals tallied a combined
EUR22.6bn.

Of the week's deals, it was the higher beta peripheral offerings that stood head and
shoulders above the rest in terms of demand.

That saw UniCredit secure a final book of EUR7.2bn (peak EUR9bn+) for its first AT1 in
almost a year, despite a whopping 75bps of spread compression during execution. The
coupon at 3.875% was by far the lowest ever paid by an Italian bank for an AT1 and was
almost half the level paid by UniCredit last March. It also provided the issuer with economic
funding with the reoffer level around 12.5bps below where bankers pitched fair value.
Greek lenders continued their metamorphosis from pariahs to relative darlings as CCC
rated Piraeus Bank secured a 7.2x order book for its EUR500m 10NC5, a week after an
identically structured deal from Alpha Bank could have been sold more than 10 times over.
Going forward, and much like last week, that leaves the hunt very much on for another
lookalike candidate.

That all came in a week where disappointing data in Europe reinforced the need for ongoing
policy accommodation from the ECB. At the same time, general sentiment continued to
improve, all-in-all proving to be a highly supportive mix for the credit complex where both
cash and synthetic credit markets remained well underpinned with key credit proxies such
as iTraxx Main touching a fresh series tight on Friday.

Falling Italian yields kept the headline writers busy last week too with 10yr BTP yields
reaching a multi-month low of just 0.85% on Thursday. That came a couple of days after the
sovereign secured a record breaking EUR50bn+ order book for its 2036 syndicated BTP with
lower BTP yields overtly good news for Italian banks as major stakeholders of Italian
government debt.

continued page 7
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Lower yields in the periphery were far from just an Italian story where Greek yields fell
further with the 10yr rate falling to a record low at 0.92% on Thursday and no obvious end
in sight despite the jumbo rally already seen.

Against that backdrop, also seeing very strong demand was Banco BPM S.p.A.'s debut SNP
transaction. That came in the form of a new EUR750m 5yr with the B1 rating evidently no
barrier to demand which settled a solid EUR2.15bn. That followed Banco BPMs blowout AT1
(BAMIIM 6.125 PNC 1/2025) sold in mid Jan that has rallied steadily since (bid around
106.00 on Friday) in an environment where investors have renewed their search for yield.

While demand for higher beta names and the riskier end of the capital structure remained
strong, there was no shortage of buyers for senior product either where Landsbankinn
hf and Lansforsakringar Bank AB both extended their senior curves with deals that landed
either flat or slightly through fair value.

Non-EUR highlights
Also highlighting demand for yield, Deutsche Bank sold its first AT1 bond in over five years
on Tuesday in the form of a PNC5.75 USD SEC registered benchmark. Leads opened books at
6.75% but that was slashed to a 6.0% reoffer thanks to strong demand.

And in sterling, Banco Santander hit the SNP market via a GBP500m 7yr although orders
were tepid at GBP640m as was price compression (5bps) through execution.

Week ahead
With funding markets evidently still receptive and more issuers emerging from blackout, the
coming week has the potential makings of a busy one for the primary market, tone
permitting.

Apart from the US holiday Monday, and the fact that it's half term hols in the UK, there are
relatively few scheduled events in the diary that look capable of materially influencing a
go/no-go call aside perhaps from FOMC minutes (Wed) and euro area flash PMIs (Fri).

Given the voracious demand for higher yielding product evidenced by last week's deals,
bankers are envisaging a potentially busy week for bank capital market in particular.
European banks due to report in the coming week:
18th Feb - HSBC

Already in the pipeline

** Utmost International Group Holdings Ltd has mandated Lloyds Bank Corporate Markets
and NatWest Markets as Global Coordinators and ABN AMRO, ING, Lloyds Bank Corporate
Markets and NatWest Markets as Joint Lead Managers to arrange a series of fixed income
investor meetings in London, 13-15 Nov. A 5-7yr GBP benchmark senior unsecured
transaction with intermediate tenor may follow. Notes expected to be rated BBB by Fitch

** Athene Global Funding has mandated Barclays and Credit Suisse to arrange a series of
fixed income investor meetings in the Netherlands, Paris, Geneva, and Zurich (10-13 Feb). A
Reg S EUR and/or GBP-denominated FA-backed note offering could follow in the coming
weeks with an expected issuance rating of A/A (S&P/Fitch)

** Virgin Money UK plc rated Baa3 by Moody's (stable), BBB- (stable) by Standard & Poor's
and BBB+ (stable) by Fitch, has mandated Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank and NatWest
Markets as Joint Lead Managers to arrange a series of European fixed income investor
meetings (from 18 Feb). An inaugural EUR benchmark 5NC4 Fixed Rate Reset Senior
Unsecured HoldCo transaction may follow. The notes will be in Reg S bearer form and are
expected to be rated Baa3 by Moody's, BBB- by Standard & Poor's and BBB+ by Fitch

** Banca IFIS S.p.A., rated BB+ by Fitch (stable outlook), has mandated Barclays, Citi,
Goldman Sachs International and Mediobanca as Joint Bookrunners, to arrange a series of
fixed income investor meetings (from 13 Feb). A EUR-denominated RegS Bearer Senior
Preferred Unsecured issue with a maturity of up to 5 years may follow. The notes are
expected to be rated BB+ by Fitch.

https://www.informagm.com/stories/1553985
https://www.informagm.com/stories/1576187
https://www.informagm.com/stories/1579366
https://www.informagm.com/stories/1579391
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By Marcus Dewsnap, IGM Head of Fixed Income Strategy

It doesn’t take much to light a fire under equities, but it is going to take much more to push bond
yields higher. The former seem to be either in denial about the potential impact of the
coronavirus or just don’t think there will be much more than very short-term disruption and if
there is a longer-term impact, then policy makers will deploy a great deal of firepower to counter.
Given how little we know at present about the economic fallout, the path of least resistance is
upwards for equity markets. Even a stagnating German economy didn’t prevent the Dax attaining
a new record high.

However, more companies are shutting or restraining operations due to component shortages.
And, Alibaba, China's e-commerce giant, warned the virus is having a fundamental impact on the
economy as many workers can't get to work or perform their jobs. Plus, it has already changed
consumer behaviour, this will either lead to faster wage growth and/or slower economic growth.
Just not yet.

Evidence of the demand shock turns up in the Baltic Dry Index that has fallen to its lowest since

early 2016. Indeed, the Capesize index is negative which technically means shipowners are paying
the owners of the freight to ship it! This is also a legacy of trade tariff issues which have
dampened global demand for investment goods.

The CRB RIND Index is lower, but well off the lows seen in early December. Elsewhere, the Brent
curve has flipped into backwardation from a steep contango after the front-end rallied from 13-
month lows at the start of the week. This indicative of risk markets hanging on every headline of
a very fluid situation

Still, the FX market smells that something more nefarious is up as the Euro weakens to lows not
seen since H1 2017. The spread between the EMU and US Citi Surprise index tells a story of a
struggling Euro Area economy. The US is more insulated from a trade perspective than the EMU.
Will the weaker Euro elicit a response from President Trump? German politics is also weighing
and the chances of a fiscal boost are low unless a major downturn occurs. There is a risk of a
significant downgrade to EMU growth forecasts which will only pressure the Euro lower.

Back to Index Page
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By Matthew Barrett, Senior Credit Analyst
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Corporate issuers are sticking to the sidelines on Friday, giving people a chance to sort last
minute Valentine's Day cards/gifts and also allowing a chance to reflect on what was
another active week for the still red hot European corporate bond market.

In total, we saw ten corporate tranches print for a combined EUR8.95bn in the w/e 14-Feb
which is less than half the EUR19.05bn seen the prior week which had marked the busiest
week since September.

What remained consistent though was the high level of demand for corporate paper – with
ongoing coronavirus fears doing little to dampen the enthusiasm of investors who remain on
the hunt for returns in the low-rate environment.

Exhibiting the strong demand for last week's deals was the average cover ratio which came
in at 3.76x, slightly higher than 3.66x the prior week and the overall average 3.74x seen this
year as a whole.

Standing out on that front were the high-beta hybrid/preferred trades from Akelius
Residential Property, British Telecommunications and AT&T which proved a hit with yield
hungry investors.

Demand for the combined EUR3bn of paper peaked at an eye watering EUR16.85bn
although that did shrink slightly to a final EUR14.5bn with modest price sensitivity noted
after the bonds were ramped in between 50-62.5bps from IPTs to reoffer.

AT&T's deal broke new ground in the European market with it being the first ever corporate
preferred hybrid in Europe from a US borrower.

One banker we spoke to said that while US companies usually issue the more domestic
“preferred shares" instead due to the euro hybrids not being tax-deductible for US
companies, AT&T decided to launch the landmark trade due to euro rates being so low and
therefore mitigating much of the downside.

The bonds also lowered the leverage of the issuer in the eyes of the rating agencies with the
securities treated partly as equity.

The deal came a day later than BT's debut hybrids (EUR500m 60.5NC5.5) and a week after
ratings agency Moody's lowered the outlook of BT's Baa2 rating to negative from stable
while saying that issuance of hybrids to contain leverage mitigates weakness in the
company's credit.

At EUR2bn, AT&T ranked as one of the largest euro corp hybrid trades on record, only
beaten by EUR2.5bn trades launched by French issuer Total SA in 2015.

And despite the huge size and large spread compression (50bps), it has also gone on to blow
the doors off in the secondary market where on Friday morning it was trading 29bps inside
its m/s +314 reoffer with those that missed out in primary keen to gain exposure. BT's deal
on the other hand was bid slightly wide of its reoffer.

Largest EUR Corp Hybrid Tranches

continued page 10
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Amongst those catering for lower-beta palates last week was German
conglomerate Siemens AG which raised EUR4bn via 3/6/9/12yr tranches alongside a
GBP850m 5yr. The euro portion marked the second largest corporate deal in the single
currency this year – only beaten by LVMH's EUR7.5bn five-part trade last week.

American trio to hit the markets this week

With the corporate credit market staying resilient and investors seemingly having plenty of
cash to put to work, supply is expected to remain robust this week as more issuers look to
secure funding at economic levels.

US borrowers Whirlpool, VF Corporation and Dow Chemical Company are amongst those
expected to top up the yearly reverse yankee total after the trio all held roadshows last
week.

Those borrowers aren't expected to go until Tuesday at the earliest though, the American
players enjoying a long weekend with it being Presidents’ Day on Monday.
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By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst & Andrew Dowdell, FX Technical Analyst
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The spread of the coronavirus from China, which has now infected more than 70,000 people around
the world and has a global death toll in excess of 1,500, has gripped the markets in early 2020 as
investors mull the potential economic risk to Chinese and global economic activity.

Uncertainty over the global economic impact of the coronavirus

It is not known how long the spread of the virus will continue and the extent to which the virus will
impact China's full-year economic growth. However, the number of infections and deaths already
exceeds the final total for the SARS epidemic, suggesting a greater impact.

At the height of the SARS outbreak almost 20 years ago, China's GDP growth slid from 11.1% y/y in
Q1 2003 to 9.1% in the second quarter. At first, markets thought this new coronavirus virus would
impact China's economy in just Q1, but now they see the impact lasting into Q2.

The timing of the outbreak during the Lunar New Year holiday means a good deal of tourism and
retail activity in this period has been lost and not all of this lost spending is likely to be recovered.
Furthermore, in an effort to contain the spread, the majority of China's growth hubs have also
delayed the resumption of business beyond the New Year. In Hubei, the epicentre of the outbreak,
businesses have been told not to reopen until at least mid-February. The retail sales sector was
among the worst hit by the SARS epidemic, moderating to 4.3% y/y in May 2003 (see chart), the
slowest pace on record, and it is expected that retail is again likely to suffer the most from the
spread of the new coronavirus.

Although China's economic growth has been on a gradual declining trend in recent years to near 3-
decade lows (was 6.1% in 2019), it now plays a much greater role in the global economy than in
2002-03. Indeed, its economic weight has more than doubled since then and now makes up ca. 20%
of world output, so there is greater implication here for the global economy, with disruption to
Chinese production transmitting to the rest of the world through supply chains and exports. Then
there is of course the dent to Chinese consumption, with the world increasingly relying on China as
the biggest buyer of several commodities (soya beans, copper, steel), cars and smart phones.

Growth in China's imports moderated following the SARS outbreak, although the expansion in
exports was rather steady throughout 2003 (see below chart), but this time round, economists
from S&P Global Ratings have cautioned that both imports and exports will be hit due to “supply
outages and disruptions to the logistics networks.“

continued page 12
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A sharp reversal of fortunes for Emerging Market Currencies so far this year

Sentiment in financial markets has seesawed as investors digested coronavirus headlines. A slide
in Chinese and global equity markets in late January has been followed by a bounce which, in the
case of the US, has taken equities to new record highs, thanks to the PBoC's injection of liquidity
into its financial system.

Signs that China is willing to do whatever it takes to shore up its economy look to have helped
limit the moderation in cumulative net inflows to both Emerging Market and Developed Market
equity and bond funds seen in recent days, whilst helping to keep YTD bond fund flows on upward
trajectories (see the dashboard). However, this support to equities and bonds has not extended to
EM FX markets where the emergence of the SARS-like-virus has left all but a small handful of
currencies weaker against the Dollar YTD. Thus, marking a sharp change of fortunes just weeks
after these currencies climbed to their strongest rates in 1-1.5 years following the agreement of a
Phase One trade agreement between Washington-Beijing that put a pause on nearly two years of
escalating tariffs.

The broad-based EM currency weakness (vs the USD) so far this year (to 11th February) has been
led by the ZAR (-6.8%), BRL (-6%), CLP (-5.5%), COP (-5.1%) and HUF (-4.8%). For the likes of the
Chilean and Colombian Pesos, these sell-offs have been exacerbated by their links to
commodities, for which prices have fallen in anticipation of weaker Chinese demand, with WTI
crude and Brent down almost 20% YTD. The price of copper is almost 9% lower during this same
period.

Further adding to the pressure on EM FX markets is the theme of Dollar strength, with the US
having been propped by firm data since the start of 2020 that has reinforced the Fed's
assessment of an overall solid economy. The Dollar index has climbed an impressive 2.5% so far
this quarter, to highs since October, and looks on track for its best start to the year since 2015.

As can be seen in the dashboard, there are, however, a few exceptions to the softer YTD bias in
EM FX - the IDR (+1.3%), MXN (+1.3%), HKD (0.4%) and INR (+0.2%) - which are among the most
attractive currencies on a carry basis, helping to cushion them from Dollar strength and general
risk-off flows.

continued page 13
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Outlook remains bearish in the short-term for EM FX

The risk of a longer-term impact from the coronavirus is the biggest threat to the outlook for EM
currencies and particularly currencies of commodity exporting countries. The wheels on the global
economic recovery had only just started to turn when they were suddenly jolted by the
emergence of the virus and should they struggle to get going again, governments may have to
step in with more fiscal stimulus and the pressure on central banks to ease monetary policy could
also intensify. Whilst the prospect would be a boost to stocks, the same cannot be expected for
EM FX markets and we would position for continued weakness in the near-term, broadly
speaking.

The MSCI Emerging Markets Currency Index has shed around 1.2% on the year so far (as of 11th

February) and although off worst levels, the technical outlook, as detailed below, is still bearish in
the short-term, suggesting a deeper setback towards support at 1636/24, where buyers are then
expected to emerge.

• Briefly probed the 61.8% retracement of the 2018 fall (1731-1575) at 1672 before reversing
sharply off 1673 in Jan

• Short-term bearish momentum threatens a deeper setback, but buyers are expected to mount
a stand ahead of/near support at 1636/24

• Bears would need to trade back through the 200-Week MA (approx 1609) to signal wider
topping

• Above 1660 (27 Jan high) repairs the damage, re-opening 1673 ahead of the 76.4%
retracement at 1694

It is worth noting that the anticipation of easing moves by central banks, together with continued
Dollar strength has this week left Morgan Stanley turning neutral on EM currencies from bullish, a
position held since October. However, on an individual basis we would expect a handful of
currencies, such as the Rouble and Mexican Peso, to remain attractive thanks largely to their
carry, potentially favouring a buy on dips strategy.

Back to Index Page
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The authorities, MOF, PBOC and CBIRC, hosted a joint conference on Feb 7 to provide an
update on supportive policies in light of the coronavirus situation. We believe the
conference delivered a loosening bias tone as a nimble response to the virus outbreak.
Next move following the huge liquidity injection and provision of first batch of special
relending funds to more than a dozen of banks is going to be an LPR cut on 20 Feb.

We expect a 10bp cut in both 1-year and 5-year LPRs on 20 Feb (chart 1), similar to the
magnitude of the latest OMO rate cut. A more sizable cut may mean the policymakers are
opting for more aggressive monetary easing to cushion the economic shocks arising from
the coronavirus outbreak.

continued page 15
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By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
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Huge liquidity injection followed by a cut in LPRs will help bring funding costs lower. As a 
result, we will see a further downward shift of repo rates (chart 2).

Needless to say, CGBs and policy bank bonds are going to be major beneficiaries in this 
disaster-driven easing cycle. Despite that, we should not overlook the investment 
opportunities offered by credit bonds. Obviously, credit bonds have been lagging behind 
CGBs and policy bank bonds in terms of yield performance in this bull run. However, with 

policymakers introducing more measures to relieve the liquidity stress faced by 
enterprises, credit bonds will play catch up later this quarter or in the following one (chart 
3).
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By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research

Investors showed signs they are learning to live with the coronavirus during the second week of
February, steering fresh money to most of the fund groups tracked by EPFR. They committed a
combined $36 billion to all Equity and Bond Funds -- with Bond Funds setting their second weekly
inflow record since the start of the year -- and showed increased appetite for riskier asset classes
such as junk bonds, emerging markets equity and debt and alternative assets

Diversified fund groups remained popular with investors going into the second half of February.
Global Equity Funds recorded their biggest inflow since 1Q18, Global Bond Funds took in fresh
money for the 49th time in the past 52 weeks and Global Emerging Markets Equity (GEM) Equity
Funds extended their longest inflow streak since a 19-week run ended in mid-2Q18.

Overall, the week ending February 12 saw Bond Funds take in a net $23.6 billion, Equity Funds
$12.5 billion, Money Market Funds $9.3 billion, Balanced Funds $638 million and Alternative
Funds $277 million. Equity Funds with socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and
governance (ESG) mandates attracted nearly a third of the headline number for all Equity Funds,
and those with a focus in dividend paying stocks posted inflows for the fourth time in the past five
weeks and 18th in the past 22.

At the asset class and single country fund levels, flows into Inflation Protected and High Yield
Bond Funds hit 20 and 21-week highs respectively while Municipal Bond Funds extended an
inflow streak stretching back over a year. South Africa Bond Funds posted a new inflow record,
South Africa Equity Funds recorded their biggest inflow since mid-2Q19, Spain Equity Funds
snapped a 13-week outflow streak and China Equity Funds took in fresh money for the 11th time
in the past 12 weeks.

Back to Index Page For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• The UK 2yr yield extends the bounce from 0.395 (January base) to post five-week highs

over the 50/200DMAs

• Improving daily studies suggest a return to the 0.639/0.667 cluster (16mth trendline and 12

February/30 January highs)

• An eventual clearance would mark new 8½ month highs and expose lower highs from Q2,

2019 at 0.763/0.823

• Dips should respect current range support at 0.468 and only below cautions for 0.395 (near

76.4% retracement of 0.272/0.667 rally)

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to renewed yield strength targeting the 0.640/0.667 zone, perhaps 0.763 on extension. 
Place a protective stop under 0.395

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 0.958 2018 high – 21 March, near 10 October 2018 lower high at 0.936 
R4 0.851 17 April 2019 lower high 
R3 0.823 21 May 2019 minor lower high 
R2 0.763 13 December 2019 high, near 2020 high – 9 January at 0.640 and a 16mth trendline at 0.639 
R1 0.667 30 January and 12 February 2020 highs, near the converging 50/200DMAs 

Support Levels 

S1 0.468 3 February 2020 low 
S2 0.395 2020 low – 27/28 January, near 76.4% retrace of 0.272/0.667 rally at 0.365 
S3 0.309 8 October 2019 higher low, bear a 35-month tentative rising trendline at 0.316 
S4 0.272 2019 low - 3 September 
S5 0.250 76.4% retrace of the broader 0.031/0.958, 2017-2018 rally 
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Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

• A relatively flat 200-Day MA increases the likelihood of oversold RSI readings triggering a 
rebound

• Has closed lower in 8 of the last 9 days – another strong indication of an over-extended market

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Look to buy for a rebound to February’s 1.1096 high/200-Day MA. Place stop below the April 
2017 weekly gap low at 1.0778.

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 1.1239 31 December 2019 high 
R4 1.1173 16 January 2020 high 
R3 1.1096 3 February 2020 high 
R2 1.0992 29 January 2020 low, near the 29 November 2019 low at 1.0981 
R1 1.0926 12 February 2020 high 

Support Levels 

S1 1.0821 24 April 2017 low, weekly gap high 
S2 1.0778 20 April 2017 high, weekly gap low 
S3 1.0661 .618x 1.1815-1.0879 fall projected from 1.1239 
S4 1.0570 10 April 2017 low 
S5 1.0494 22 February 2017 low 
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Technical Analysis by Ed Blake

• Recovered from 433.47 (2019 base - 8 October) through 20-month bear channel resistance

to reach 468.36 (17 January peak)

• While subsequent easing holds 446.80/450.99 (50%/61.8% retracements of 433.47/468.36

rally) potential remains for fresh gains

• Above the 468.36/470.46 resistance barrier would target 481.77, perhaps clustered

resistance by 494.62 (2019 peak – 2 April, near 61.8% retrace of 530.07/433.47 fall)

• Only below 446.80 averts recovery potential and suggests a resumption of the 20-month

downtrend towards 433.47

____________________________________________

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Buy near-term dips as we await renewed recovery targeting 468.36, perhaps 481.77 on extension. 
Place a protective stop under 446.80

Back to Index Page

Resistance Levels 

R5 494.62 2019 peak – 3 April, just over 61.8% retracement of 530.07/433.47, 16-month decline 
R4 481.77 50% retracement of 530.07/433.47, 16-month decline 
R3 475.41 22 January 2019 former low 
R2 468.36 2020 peak – 17 January, near 28 May 2019 high (470.46) & 38.2% of 530.07/433.47 (470.37) 
R1 460.77 6 February 2020 high 

Support Levels 

S1 450.99 2020 low – 3 January, near 50% retrace of 433.47/468.36 recovery and the 200DMA 
S2 446.80 61.8% retrace of 433.47/468.36 recovery 
S3 442.60 7 November 2019 former high, just over 76.4% retrace of 433.47/468.36 recovery 
S4 433.47 2019 low – 8 October, near 3 December 2019 higher low at 433.89 
S5 428.64 76.4% retrace of the entire 397.31-530.07, 2015-2018 rally  
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Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund 
flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products, 
research and analysis to financial institutions - both public and private - around the 
world. Our market moving data services include daily, weekly, and monthly equity 
and fixed income fund flows and monthly fund allocations by country, sector and 
industry.

To find out more:

 financialintelligence.informa.com

 sales.financial@informa.com
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